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FMEWORD

This report presents the work accomplished under Contract Nonr-3639(OO)

for the period 1 November 1961 to 31 October 1962.

The research was carried out in the Energy Conversion R&D Laboratories

of the Martin Mariett;a Corporation, Nuclear Division. The laboratories are

under the direction of Dr. M. E. Talaat.

The program was carried out under the auspices of the Power Branch of

the Office of Naval Research and was sponsored by Comdr. John J. Connelly.
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ABSTRACT

An extensive mapping of the performance of cesium vapor-filled energy
conversion devices was obtained for the high vacuum work function emitter
materials, iridium and rhenium, for the interelectrode gap of .030". Char-
acteristic current-versus-volta,;e curves and sumnaries of the oltput power
density and efficiency are given for the emitter temperature range of 1550-
200O0 K and the cesium temperature range of 475-6O00 K. The data shows a sys-
tematic superiority of iridium to rhenium.

Tests with a platinum emitter device confirm the trend of good performance
in cesium vapor with high vacuum work function emitter materials.

Data is given showing a highly precise agreement between two iridia fila-
ment emitter devices and an electron bombardment heated device with iridium
emitter. At the emitter temperature of 1700KX, liquid cesium temperature of
5250K, and interelectrode gap of .030", the output power density of the three
devices was 5.6 1 0.2 w/om and the energy conversion efficiency was 14.25 ±
1.25%.

The program includes a theoretical study of cesium adsorption phenommna
on the electrode surfaces and of plasma phenomena in the interelectode gap.
The theory is used to predict the characteristic voltage-current curvw in the
volume ionization mode of operation, and is applied to the test data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this program is the study of the performance of cesium
vapor-filled thermionic energy conversion devices which utilizes as the emitter
material, the high vacuum work function metals iridium, rhenium, platinum, and
rhodium. Particular emphasis was placed on the study of the iridium emitter
which, on the basis of tests conducted in this laboratory prior to the initi-
ation of this contract, had been judged to be of particular importance in at-
taining the objective of research in thermionic energy conversion, namely, the
realization of output power densities of the order of 10 watts/sq cm and con-

I version efficiencies over 13% at emitter temperatures and interelectrode spacings
which are compatible with reliable performance and long life.

For the purpose of fulfilling this objective, a program having three parts
was carried out. In one part tests were made with filament devices to provide
a mapping of the performance of the energy conversion device as a function of
emitter temperature and liquid cesium temperature. In another part, a theoretical
program contributed to the understanding of the physical phenomena underlying the
performance of thermionic energy converters. The theoretical program considered
two subjects of interest, namely, the plasma phenomena in the interelectrode gap
and the adsorption phenomena on the electrode surfaces. The third part of the
program entailed the design, fabrication, and test of a large-area, electron bom-
bardment heated cylindrical device with iridium as the emitter material. This
device provided an important corroboration of some of the test results obtained
with the iridium emitter filament device.
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II. SUMMARY

The tests with filament devices provided extensive mapping of the perfor-
mance of thernionic energy conversion devices having iridium and rhenium as the
emitter material. The devices had nickel collectors and an interelectrode gap
of 0.030". Characteristic current vs voltage curves, in the emitter temperature
range of 1550-2OOO0 K and in the cesium temperature range of 475-6000 K, were
measured for iridium and rhenium and are presented in Section IV. Since the
devices used were identical except for the emitter material, a systematic com-
parison of the performance of iridium to that of rhenium was obtained. The data
-hows a slight, though clearly systematic, superiority of iridium to rhenium.

A device with platinum emitter was also tested. The test indicated that
the performance of the platinum emitter is comparable to that of iridium and
rhenium, thus confirming that platinum continues the trend of good performance,
in cesium vapor, with high vacuum work function emitter materials.

In testing the fourth emitter material, rhodium, difficulties were encountered
due to the problem of maintaining a rhodium filament in tension and in alignment.

The theoretical part of the program treated the two principal aspects of the
theory of vapor-filled thermionic energy converters. First, there is the study of
the plasma phenomena in the interelectrode gap. This study is concerned with the
transport of the charge carriers from the emitter to the collector under the con-
ditions of space charge sheaths, either positive or negative, near the electrodes,
and a quasi-neutral plasma which fills the major portion of the interelectrode gap.
The theory clearly differentiates two modes of operation, namely, the surface ion-
ization mode in which ions are generated mainly at the emitter surface, and the
volume ionization mode in which the performance of the device is characterized by
the ionization of cesium in the interelectrode gap by energetic electrons of the
plasma.

The second subject for theoretical study has been the adsorption of cesium
on the electrode surfaces. A relatively simple model of the adsorbed cesium was
shown to be in quantitative agreement with the experiment of Taylor and Langmuir
on the adsorption of cesium on tungsten. Application of this model to high vacuum
work function material in cesium vapor shows clearly the basis for the large elec-
tron emission at relatively low values of cesium pressure which is fundamental to
the superior performance of the high vacuum work function emitter materials.

A discussion of the theoretical studies is given in Section VII. Specific
calculations, relating theory to measured performance in the volume ionization mode
of operation, are given.

The third principal part of this programn was concerned with the development
and test of an electron bombardment heated device. The emitter of this device was a
hollow cylinder of iridium; a wire was strung inside the hollow cylinder and served
as a radiation and electron bombardment heater.

A leak developed, as a res'ilt of an embrittlement in the expansion joints,
before the device could be tested over a full range of the parameters. However,
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an important corroboration of the data of the filament devices was obtained.
This discussion is in Section VI of this report, and a characteristic curve is
given which shows highly precise agreement between the data of two filament
eaitter devices and this large area electron bombardment heated device at the
liquid cesium temperature of approximately 5250K and the emitter temperature of
17O°K. The output power density at this operating point is 5.6 ± 0.2 watts/sq cm
and the conversion efficiency is 1h.25 ± 1.25%. Also of importance is the fact
that the characteristic curve at the operating poie.r was not affected by a dif-

I ference of collector temperature from 6C30K to 7830K.

I
I

I

I

I

I
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary conclusion which may be drawn from the program is the desira-
bility of the materials iridium and rhenium for use as the emitter of cesium
vapor-filled thermionic energy conversion devices. Of particular significance
is the fact that the power densities from a few watts/sq cm to over ten watts/sq
cm and energy conversion efficiencies of 10-17% were obtained at the relatively
large interelectrode gap of 30 mils. The ability to use such a spacing (as op-
posed to conventional spacings of 1-5 mils) will be a key factor when a useful
application requires the fabrication of hundreds or thousands of individual cells.
The wide interelectrode spacing and the consequent coarse tolerance on the spacing

will be essential to the production of large numbers of units with a requirement
of extremely high reliability.

A second conclusion of great importance is brought out in Section VI, where
the characteristic curves of three different iridium emitter devices are matched
with very good agreement at a practical operating point. Lack of reproducibility
of performance, due to microscopic differences in emitter surface between one de-
vice and another, have often characterized ther-ionic measurement. In this case,

very good agreement was obtained between two devices having iridium filaments as

the emitter and a third device whose iridium emitter was fabricated from a solid
piece of iridium which had been prepared by sintering.

The ultimate goal of research in thermionic energy conversion is the develop-

ment of energy conversion units having the extremely high reliabilit e nc-ossary
for application in useful, nuclear fueled systems. Mindful of this goal, the fol-
lowing two factors should be given prominence in further experimental research with
the high vacuum work function emitter materials.

A. Dependence of Performance on Interelectrode Spacing - This program
emphasized tests at the relatively large interelectrode spacing of .030".
As remarked above, the ability to use wide spacing is of great importance
in obtaining a capability of fabricating reliable devices. Nevertheless,
the dependence of performance on spacirg must be carefully examined.

B. Reproducibility of the Data - Sound engineering of a reliable system
will require thermionic data which has been reproduced, over and over again,
with many test devices. Though the agreement which has been shown with three
iridium devices makes an important contribution to the study of the repro-
ducibility and reliability of the data, it must be recognized that this is

just a first step toward the compilation of data with precisely known relia-
bility. In this connection, it should be pointed out that the corroboration
of the test results of the filament devices with data from large area devices
has thus far been carried out over only a part of the range of the parameters
emitter temperature and cesium temperature.

Both of these areas of study will be given prominence in the continuation of

this program. Flat plate, variable spacing devices will be used to study the per-

formance of the iridium and rhenium emitter over a range of spacings from .010" to
.050". Though the scope of the next year's program does not allow a thorough in-

vestigation of the reproducibility of the thermionic data, the testing of additional

devices will nevertheless contribute to the resulution of the problem of reproduci-
bility.

MND-2934
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IV. TEST RESULTS WITH FILAMENT EMITTER DEVICES

A. Introduction

Tests with metal enveloped filament emitter devices, identical except for
the emitter material, were made. These tests showed excellent performance in
cesium vapor with both iridium and rhenium emitters, and a systematic speriority
of iridium to rhenium was indicated over a wide range of emitter temperatures and
cesiiu pressures. Tests made with a glass enveloped device having a platinum
emitter also gave indications that the perfornance in cesium vapor of the platinum
emitter may be comparable to the performance obtained with the rhenium and iridium.

In this section the data obtained with three devices is presented. The devices
are:

Interelect rode
Emitter Collector Gap Envelope

Iridiiun Nickel .030 Metal

Rhenium Nickel .030 Metal

Platinum Nickel .030 Glass

Detailed summaries of the dependence of output power density and efficiency
on the emitter temperature and cesium temperature have been obtained for iridium
and rhenium. These suxmaries have been obtained for both the volume ionization
mode of operation and the surface ionization mode of operation and are given in
Section IV.E.

A detailed description of the devices is contained in Section VIII, "Pro-
cedure." The procedure section also discusses the testing procedure and various
other factors relevant to the obtaining of the data.

B. Iridium Emitter

Characteristic current vs voltage curves for the iridium emitter device are
given in Figs. 1-6. Each figure shows a family of curves taken at a liqiid cesium
temperature. Though a certain degree of scatter is apparent in the experimental
data, a smooth variation in the performance with changes in emitter temperature is
clearly shown in each figure.

The characteristic curves show the two mode: of oneratim wl;ich characterize
the performance of the plasma thennionic energy converter, namely the volume ion-
ization mode of operation and the surface ionization mode of operation.

In some instances, particularly at the lower emitter tepeatre (see, for
examiple, Fig. h) abrupt transitions from the surface ionization mode to the volume
ionization mode are observed. In these measurements, the output voltage is de-
creased from its open circuit valve and the transition from the surface ionization
mode to the volme ionizatinn mode is represented on the figure by a dashed Tine.

MKD-2931
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At the higher values of emitter temperature the two modes tend to merge into
a combined mode of operation and the transition is seen as a change in the slope
of the characteristic curve.

The curves are shown on a semi-logarithmic scale which does not include ex-
plicitly the open circuit volta,e. For this reason, the measured open circuit
voltage is shown on the bottom axis of the scale, and is connected by a dashed
line to the lowest measured value of output current density.

Figures 1 and 2 show the liquid cesium temperatures of 47LOK and 4980K. These
temperatures are well below optimum and the output power density of the device is
quite low. Note the crossing of the curves near short circuit. Such behavior at
these low cesium vapor pressures are t.'pical of the S-type performance of the cesium
covered emitter. The emitter work function is a function of cesium coverage, hence
a function of emitter temperature. Under some conditions, the reduction in work
function, with reduction of emitter temperature, is sufficiently large that the
emission current density increases as the emitter temperature is decreased.

Figure 3 shows the characteristic curves at a liquid cesium temperature of
5250K. Though the temperature is wel.l below optimum in regard to output power
density, the characteristic curves show performance which would be appropriate
for application to useful systems. In particular, the output voltages tend to
be higher than those obtained at the optimum liquid cesium temperature (viz.,
5750 K).

Figure 4 shows the characteristic curves at the liquid cesium temperature of
556*K. The output power densities have increased over those obtained at 525"'K.

Figure 5 shows the characteristic curves at the liquid cesium temperature of
5750 K. These curves show the best output power density which was obtained in the
testing of this device. Note that the curves stop at an output current density of

about 30 amps/cm2 (as discussed in the section on procedure, this was done because
of a limit on the input power which can be applied to a filament emitter.) The
curves suggest that even higher values of output. power density are obtainable at
this cesium temperature at the emitter temperature of 17400 K and below. The curves
at the higher values of emitter temperature, however, show a tendency to approach
a saturation value.

Figure 6, the characteristic curves taken at the liquid cesim temperature of
596'K, shows performance at a higher liquid cesium temperatute than the optimum.
No saturation is indicated at current densities of 30 aurp/cme or lower. NeverthelesL,
the voltage at which the current rises sharply is now considerably lower than the
voltage at the lower liquid cesium temperature.

In summary, the following trends in the behavior of the characteristic curves
are consistently observed as the liquid cesium temperature is increased from 52531
to 5960K.

1. The surface ionization mode of operation is clearly distinguishable from
the volume ionization mode of operation particularly for emitl er tempera-
tures of 17400K or lower. At higher emitter temperatures there is a ten-
dency for the two modes to merge together indicating that the device op-
erates in a combined mode at these emitter temperatures.

MND-2934
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2. At each liquid cesium temperature the characteristic curves are generally
translated to higher output voltages as the emitter tempreratur L incroased.

3. The slope of the characteristic curves in the vollue ionization mode of
operation becomes steeper as the liquid cesium temperature is increased.

4. The characteristic curves are generally translated to lower output voltages
as the liquid cesium temperature 4s increased.

As discussed in Section VII, these trends are in general agreement with the
theory.

C. Rhenium Emitter

The characteristic current vs voltage carves for the rhenium emitter are shown
in Figs. 7-12. The rhenium data was obtained for the same emitter temperature region,
and at approximately the sare values of liquid cesium temperature, as was the iridiu.j
data.

The trends shown by the data are quite similar to those of the iridium data,
Figs. 1-6. The best liquid cesium temperature was again 575'K. Generally, at a!!
liquid cesium temperatures the output voltages, hence ths output power dewisittes,
of the rhenium emitter device are somewhat lower, particularly at the lower emitter
temperatures, than those obtained with the iridium emitter device. (See Section
IV.E in which the output power density and efficiency of the two devices are given
as a function of the emitter temperature and liquid cesium temperature.)

Note that even at the relatively low liquid cesium temperature of 525K satiar-
ation currents of over 10 amps/cmL are obtained. The fact that there are high sat-
uration currents at relatively low cesium pressures is of great importance in the
performance of the rhenium emitter device at the large interelectrode gap cf 30 ml.
The emitter work function is a function of cesium pressure and can be lowered, even
to values below 2 ev, merely by increasing the cesium pressure; however, an inc-ease
in pressure will ultimately result in a degeneration of performance due to power
losses in the interelectrode gap (see Section VII on Theory). This is shown by the
characteristic curves at a liquid cesium temperature of 5980K, which shows a dron
in output voltage from hat at 575°K. With this rhenium emitter saturation currents
in excess of 10 amps/am are obtained at the liquid cesium temperature of 52150 , arc
at 5750K the saturation currents are in excess of 30 amps/cm2 . It can be presumeu
that the high power densities, obtained with an interelectrode gap of 30 mil, are c.
result of the fact that large saturation currents can he obtained at liquid cesium
temperatures sufficiently low so that the power losses in the interelectrode gap are
not significant.

The characteristic curves for rhenium can also be seen to gernerally follow thu
trends enumerated in the discussion of the results on the iridiun emitter device.

D. P) atinum Emitter

The testing of the platinum device followed a somewhl-t differet. nrccedure than
the testing of the iridium and rhenium devices. In the fir.-t place, the jevice ha
guard rings, thereby assuring that the output current of the device was obtaircc
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from a section of the filament emitter with well-defined area. In the second
place, the method of obtaining the characteristic curve was different. For this
method of taking data, the load was varied by means of a 60 cps sweep voltage in
the external circuit, and the simultaneous values of output current and output.
voltage were recorded by photographing the trace on an Y-Y oscilloscope.

Figure 36 shows a typical photograph of a characteristic curve obtained in
this manner. The picture shows the rise of current as the output voltage is de-
creased from open circuit to short circuit, and also shows the retracing of the
curve as the voltage is again increased to the open circuit condition. Note that
the curve does not retrace itself exactly, but shows the double valued behavior
typical of the transition from the surface ionization mode of operation to the
volume ionization mode of operation.

Figure 32 shows a family of characteristic current vs voltage curves taken at
the liquid cesium temperature of 4870K. Ihe best output power density shown in
these curves is of the order of 1.75 w/cm which occurs at the emitter temperature
of 17650K. Figure 34 shows another fazrily of curves taken at the liqid cesium tem-perature of 5680 K. At 17650K a power density of the order of 4.L w/cm- was obtaird.

These characteristics do not show the best power density which can be obtained
under these conditions, since the output current density was still rising with
voltage at the lowest valuc of output voltage at which measurements were made. in
Fig. 35 the performance at an emitter temperature of 17650 K and at a liquid cesium
temprature of 5690 K is shown to have an output power density of the order of 80

Figure 35 also provides a test of the validity of the data taken with a 60 cps
sweep. Since the curves are shown to be independent o- the t:ce of the sweep
it is indicated that transient responses do not significantly affect the performance
of the device.

Figure 33 was the characteristic curve obtained at the eiitter temperature of
16550 K at the liquid cesium temperature of 5140K. The output pow;er density of the
order of 3 v/cm2 uhich was obtained in this run i4 parti!JI rly significant because
of the relatively low value of emitter temperature.

E. Summary of Output Power Density and Efficiency

The curves presented in this section give a detailed sumaary of the deoendence
of the output power density and energy conversinn efficiency on thp emjtter temp'--
ature and the liquid cesium temperature. The curves are drawn through experimaen-
tally measured values of output power density; the values of the efficiency at rpas-
ured output points were determined according to the procedure given in Section Vill.

In general, the trends shown by the data are the same for the iriLii i and rhenir
emitter materials. Nevertheless, a slight, though clearly systematic supe-iority of
iridium to rhenium is indicated throughout the range of emitter t rperat'ir'P and liqAd
cesium temperature. Figure 28 compares the best observed val-'es of the outnut p,,o
density and efficiency of iridium to those obta!.nd withi rheniumi.

The curves give su.i-iaries for both the volume ionization and the surface ioni-
zation modes of operation. The high levels of output power dnsity and efficiency
occur in the volumre ionization mode of operation. The data for the surface ion'-
zation mode of operatlon is also of interest sincc lt displays smr'voth trends In +h-
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dependence of performance on emitter temperature and liquid cesium teriinerat iro,.

1. Volume ionization Mode of Operation

The following figurtms are given for the volume ionizatien node E rperati-n:

Iridi-my Emitter

Figure 13 - Output power density verses emitter tenneratre, paramctric
ir liquid cesium temperature

Fig-ire 14 - Effi;ie-y versus emitter temperatur', parametric in liquid
cesium temperature

Figure 15 - Output power density versus liquid cesium te,aperature, para-
metric in emitter temperature

Figure 16 - Efficiency versus liquid cesium temperature, para.etr "
emitter temperature

Rhenium Emitter

Figure 17 - Output power density versus emitter teimuerature, 7ar-aetriu
in liquid cesiim temperature

Figure 13 - Effiiency versus emitter temperature, paranetric in liquid
cesium temperature

Figure 13, output power density versus edtter temperature, parametric in
licuid cesium temperature, shows that an opti-ium cesium temperature, in the
neighborhood of 575"K, is indicated for the iridi-.. This i - resuabl; a
acteristic of the 30 mil interelectrode gap.

Note that, at the lower values of cesium temperature, the outpu . dr en-.'ty
decreases with increasing emitter temperature. 7is ic typical of the perfcr-
mance at low cesium vapor pressures, since an increase in emitter temperature re-
sults in a lowering of the work function which, in some ranges of cesium press.re
and emitter temperatu-e, results in a lowering of the thermionic current.

The curve at the liqi;id cesium mernnature of 5960 K, a temperaire above the
optimum value, rises sha-ply with emit-er temperature, crossing the other curves.

This is typical of the behavior at high vapor pressares. The curve suggests that
at the high emitter temperatures the optimum liquid cesium temperature is above
5750K.

Figure 14, efficiency versus emitter teperatu-re, parametric in liquid cesium
temperature, shows that these efficiency curves display the same trends as the
power density curves. However, the efficiency curves do not show as sharp a sen-
sitivity to the liquid cesium temperature as do the output po,;er donsity curves.
Thus, at liquid cesium temperatures at which the power density is considerably
reduced from its best value, the energy conversion efficiency remains greater
than 10%, i.e., in a region which is suitable for practical anplicatinn.

Figure 15 shows the output power density versus cesium temperature, para-
metric in emitter temperature. These curves contain the sane liDritn a-, ,s c
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of Fig. 13; however, the different manner of plotting displays more clearly
the dependence on cesium temperature. The curves are quite close together
and show a clear crossing at about 525 0 K. Below this temperature the output
power density decreases with increasing emitter temperature, while above this
temperature the output power density is increased with increasing emitter tem-
perature.

A note on the internal consistency of the data is appropriate at this point.
The data was not taken in the order of increasing liquid cesium temperature; in
fact, the data at the liquid cesium temperature of 525*K was the last to be taken.
At this liquid cesium temperature the output power density falls where it is ex-
pected, not only with regard to the magnitude (4-6 w/cr ), but also with regard
to the dependence of output power density on emitter temperature (it tends to be
the cross-over point, at which the output power density is only slightly dependent
on emitter temperature).

Figure 16 shows the efficiency versus liquid cesium temperature, parametric
in emitter temperature. These curves tend to displasv the same trends as the
curves of output power density, Fig. 15.

For the rhenium emitter device, Fig. 17 shows the output power density and
Fig. 18 the energy conversion efficiency, plotted versus emitter temperature,
parametric in liquid cesim temperature.

In general, the same trends are displayed by the &hPnium data as by the
iridium data. The best performance was measured at the liquid cesim te.mperatu-e
of 575 0K. The curve at the liquid cesium temperature of 597'K suggests that, for
the higher emitter temperature, the optimum liquid cesium temperature may be higher
than 5750K. The performance of the rhenium emitter device is rather lower than
that of the iridium emitter device and this can be seen well on comparison of the
efficiency curves, Figs. 14 and 18. The range of emitter temperature and liqu:id
cesium tenmefatue for which the energy conversion efficiency is greater than l7W
is considerably narrower for the rhenium than it is for the Iridium.

2. Surface Ionization Mode of Operation

The following families of curves are given for the surface ionization modc

of operation.

Iridium Emitter

Figure 19 - Output power density versus emitter temperature', parametric
in liquid cesium temperature

Figure 20 - Efficiency versus emitter temperature, parametric in liquid
cesium temperature

Figure 21 - Output power density versus liquid cesium temperature, para-
metric in emitter temperature

Rhenium Emitter

Figure 22 - Output power density versus emitter temperati-e, parametric
in liquid cesium temperature

IND- 3
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Figure 23 - Output power density versus liquid cesium temperature, para-
metric in emitter temperature

Figure 24 - Efficiency versus emitter temperature, parametric in liquid
cesium temperature

Consistent trends in the dependence of perfomance on emitter temerature
and on liquid cesium temperature are displayed in these families of curves.
Figure 19 shows output power densitr versus ,emitter temperature for the iridium.
At each liquid cesium temperature, the curve of output power density tends to
reach a maximum (though at the lowest liquid cesium temperature, this maximum
is indicated to be at a lower emitter temperature than the lowest at which meas-
urements were made). The emitter temperature at which this maximum occurs tends
to be higher as the liquid cesium temperature is increased. The best value of
output power density increases with increasing emitter temperature, but it appears
that there may be an optimum at the emitter temperature of 18hOcK.

Generally, similar trends as those discussed for the iridium emitter device
in the previous paragraph are also shown for the rhenium emitter device, Figs. 22
and 23. In the case of the rhenium emitter, however, an optimum emitter tempera-
ture is not indicated and the best values of output power density and efficiency
are obtained at the highest emitter temperature.

Figure 21 gives the output power density versus liquid cesium temperature,
parametric in emitter temperatu-e for the iridium emitter device. The envelope
of this family of curves gives a clear picture of the dependence of output power
density on emitter temperature and liquid cesium temperature for the surface ion-
ization mode of operation. At the liquid cesium temperature of 4720 K, the best
output power density is obtained at the lowest emitter temperat're, 15810K. As
the liquid cesium terroe: atu'e is increased aboove h72'K, the curves indicate that
the best output power density increases, and is obtained successively at 16330K
and at 16860K. As higher liquid cesium temperatures are considered, the tendency
for the curves to cross continues, and the best output power density occurs at an
emitter temperature which increases with increasing liquid cesium temperature.

Figure 21, for the iridium device, shows a maximum power density for the sur-
I face ionization mode of operation at the emitter temnerature of 18330K at the

liquid cesium temperature of 5260K. For the rhenium data, Fig. 249 the best out-
put power density is f mind at the highest emitter temperature, 2000'K. There is
still an optimum value of liquid cesium temperature, however, as for the rhenium,
this is indicated to be in the neighborhood of 5470K.
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V. tIECTRON BOMBARDMENT HEATED DEVICE

A. Description of Device

Figure 37 is a sketch of this device showing the important features.
The iridium emitter had an outside diameter of 0.315 inch and a length
of 0.500 inch; thus, the iridium emitter area was 3.18 cm2 . The inside
diameter of the emitter was 0.120 inch. This resulted in a heavy wall
thickness (0.0975 inch) which, during operation, helped to maintain a
constant temperature over the entire surface of the emitter. The nickel
collector had an inside diameter of 0.375 inch; thus the interelectrode
gap was 0.030 inch. The collector had a sapphire window attached so
that the emitter temperature could be measured optically. This measure-
ment was made by observing into a hohlraum hole (.015 inch diameter and
.060 inch deep) placed in the emitter surface. Tho radiation from the
hole is approximately black-body radiation, and therefore the observations
are not dependent on the emissivity of the surface. The collector had
two large conically shaped fins which permitted the heat delivered to the
collector to be dissipated at a fairly low temperature (approximately
700 - 8000 K). The device used two ceramic seals to insulate the emitter
from the collector. The design of the seals has been used before on
other devices, with only slight changes made on the ends of the seals
to accomodate changes in configuration. The seal was a columbium metal
to aluminum oxide seal using a vanadium braze developed in the Nuclear
Division of the Martin Compnay. The bellows used to take up the dif-
ferential expansion were fabricated from 0.002 inch thick fansteel #82
(an alloy of tantalum and columbium). Aluminum oxile spacers were used
to maintain the alignment of the emitter. Attached to these spacers
were radiation shields which were introduced to decrease heat losses
due to radiation from the tantalum extensions from the iridium emitter.
Two side arms were provided; one was used to evacuate the device while
the other held the cesium ampule. Figure 38 shows a view of the com-
pleted device.

B. Testing Procedure

1. General

Figure 39 is a photograph of the device rcady for test. Most
of the device is hidden by a heater surrounding the colltctor fins,
however below this can be seen the end of one of the ceramic seals
and the two side-arms.

The electron bombardment heater for this device is simply a
short length of tungsten wire supported between two heavy rods whose
diameter is 4 to 5 times that of the wi-e. This structure is held in
position by a molybdenum coil spring at the upper end. The heater
must be well insulated from the emitter so that high voltage electron
bombardment power can be used to heat the emitter. The length of the
tungsten wire must be determined by optimizing the efficiency of the
device. A length of 1.25 inch was found to work well (not necessarily
optimum since not enough data was obtained to determine this parameter).

MND-2934
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imittpr heaters with both .010" and .020" diazicter tungsten wire were
used without. any noticeable change in performance. Aluminum oxide
sleeves were used on the support rods to help maintain the aligment
of -the heater.

The tungsten wire is heated to a temperature of about 26000K
with an A.C. voltage. A high positive D.C. voltage (with respect
to the heater) is applied to the emitter in order to collect the
current emitted by the heater. This supplies the electron bombard-
ment power. The total input power is the sum of this electron bom-
bardment power and the joule heating of the tungsten wire.

Thermocouples were used to monitor the temperature at various
places such as collector, outer edge of fin, ceramic seal, cesium

ampule, and pump lead. The emitter temperature was monitored with
I the Shawmeter. The output of the Shawmeter was fed into a controller

and recorder. The controller operated a magnetic amplifier saturable
reactor system which was placed in the input circuit to the high
voltage electron bombardment supply. Thus thi emitter temperature
was held constant by an automatic control of the electron bombard-
ment voltage, controlled through optical measurement of the eritter
temperature.

2. Vacuum Testing

The device is operated in vacuum to thoroughly outgas and clean

all parts of the device and to age the emitter.

The device was evacuated using an oil diffusion pump system with

a liquid nitrogen cold trap. This system was capable of a pressure of
x l0- mr. Hg. With the device mounted on a bell jar plate, the

outside of the ldevice was evacuated to x lO - mm Hg. At this point
the heater could be turned on and the emitter was brought up to tem-

perature very slowly. As the emitter was heated, gas began to evolve
both inside and outside the device. After a total of twelve hours

operation (eight hours at TE = 19250K) the pressure had recovered to

7 x 10-8 mm Hg inside the device.

Before the device was sealed, the capsule was broken by collapsing
the thin metal walls around the glass ampule. The cesium was heated
slightly to drivE off any adsorbed gases. The pressure was still at
7 x 10-o mm Hg and at this point the device was sealed off from the
vacuum system. After the cesium was distilled into the upper portion
of the side-arm, the portion of this arm containing the glass from
the ampule was removed by use of a welding opcration. At this point
the device was ready for operation in esium vapor.

3. Test with Gesium Vapor

The procedure for heating the emitter, and measuring and con-
trolling its temperature, was the same for tests in c-, iun valor as
it wai; for the vacuum tests.
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The liquid cesium temperature was controlled by means of a
heater, placed around the side-arm containing the liquid cesixm pool,
which was controlled by a controller - saturable reactor system.
A thermocouple on the cesium pool was used as the sensing element to

control the cesium heater. This temperature, as well as other thermo-
couples readings, were recorded on a six-point strip chart recorder.

During the operation of the device, the output power was recorded
using an ammeter and a voltmeter. The input power was measured at
many of the data points by use of a wattmeter for the joule heating
of the heater and a voltmeter and ammeter for the electron bombard-
ment power. The load was varied by use of a 50 ampere capacity D.C.

power supply.

C. Test Data

Figure 25 shows the characteristic cu-r#.nt vs voltage curves which
were obtained with this device. The data was obtained at the emitter
temperature of 17000K with the liquid cesium temperature in the range

of 413 to 538 0 K.

These curves show a clear increase of performance with increasing
liquid cesium temperature. Note, however, that the voltage of ignition
of the volume ionization mode of operation decreases with increasing
liquid cesium temperature.

Figure 26, based on the current versuc' voltage data, displays the
output power density as a function of output voltage for the emitter
temperature of 17000K for the various values of liquid cesium temperature.

Figure 27 shows the overall efficiency of this device, i.e. the total
output power divided by the total input power. The best values of the
overall efficiency are in excess of 9%. Estimates of the thermal ef-
ficiency of the device indicate that these overall efficiencies correspond
to thermionic efficiencies of (13-15%).

A comparison of the data obtained with this deviie to that obtained
with the filament emitter iridium device is contained in section VI,
reproducibility of data.

MND - 293h
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VI. REPRODUCIBILITY OF DATA

Figure 29 shows a characteristic cuvrEnt-vs-voltage curv for the iridium
emitter, with expErimental points taken from these devices:

TE TL TC  Gap ,ut

MC 1 1686 526 603 .030 5.5

C 1 1700 518 783 .030 5.6

G 14 1718 530 780 .030 5.8

MC 1: Metal enveloped, filament device, discussed in section IV.

C 1: Electron bombardment heated device, discassed in section V.

G 14: Glass enveloped, guard ring, filament device, similar in design
to the platinum device geometry discussed in section IV.

The close agreement of the three devices is a most important indication
of the reproducibility of the data. At this operating point, at the emitter
temperature of 1700 t 200K, the output power density is 5.6 t 0.2 w/cm2 . The
overall efficiency of 9.3% which was obtained with the electron bombardment
heated device is in close correspondence with the thermionic efficiency of
14.25 t 1.25% which was obtained with the filament devices.

In addition to the general reliability of the data which can be inferred
from fig. 29, three specific factors are shown not to have a substantial -ffect
on the performance of the device. These are:

Collector temperature - Note that the collector temperature of MC 1
is over 175 degrees lower than that of C 1 and G 14. Though the devices
show some difference in the surface mode of operation, and the device
with the low collector temperature has the highest open circuit voltage,
nevertheless the volume ionization mode of operation of the three de-
vicet is substantailly the same, independent of collector temperature.
(Note, in this connection, that the measurements in the surface mode
of operation may not be as accurate as the measurements in the volume
ionization mode of operation. This is because a leak resistance,
i.e. a high resistance short across one of the seals, woiaJ affect the
measurement at low values of current but would be insignificant at the
high currents obtained in the volume ionization mode of operation).

Geometry - Though the interelectrode gap is the same for the three
devices, the geomtry is quite dilferent. In th& filament device,
the ratio of collector to emitter area is L to 1, whereas in the
electron bombardment heated device, this ratio is 1.2 to 1. Thus,
the geomtry of the electron bombardiient heated device, though
nominally cylindrical, is a close approximation to that of a flat-
plate device.

M-2934
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Note, however, that effects due to geometry may be a function
of the cesium pressure. As discussed below, there are discrepancies
between the performance of the filament device and that of the electron
bombardment heated device at low values of cesium pressure.

Surface Preparation - Since thermionic properties are primarily surface
phenomena, involving the orientation of the crystal faces on the sur-
face of the material, one might expect a difference in performance be-
tween the filament emitter and the high-density sintered iridium of the
electron bombardment heated device. That such differences do not occur
indicates that the aging of the emitter, which is carried out in vacuum
at high temperature, prior to the introduction of the cesium, has been
adequate to provide a surface which has consistent thermionic properties.

Figures 30 and 31 compare data of the filament device with that of the
electron bombardment heated device at the relatively low liquid cesium tem-
perature of 473 and 493 0K. Note that the performance of the electro bom-
bardment heated device is somewhat higher than that of the filament at 4930 K,
and is substantially higher at 4730K. Thus, the remarkable agreement at the
liquid cesium temperature of 5250K which is shown in fig. 29 is not repeated
at the lower liquid cesium temperature.

A plausible explanation for the lack of agreement at low pressure may
be the removal of ions from the plasma due to diffusion more readily at the
lower pressures than at the high pressures. Consider an ion which leaves
the plasma by following a path parallel to tbl emitter surface. The plasma
region of the device is in the form of a right cylinder, where the outer
surface is the collector, and the "top" and "bottom" surfaces provide areas
for the ions to diffuse out of the plasma. Now the ratio of this area to
the emitter area is 0.300 in the case of the filament device, and 0.13 in the
case of the electron bombardment heated device. On this basis, the superior
performance of the electron bombardment heated device over that of the fil-
ament device at the liquid cesium temperatures of L73 and 4930K, corresponding
to ion mean free paths of .272 cm and .219 cm, respectively, may be explained
qualitatively by the fact that ions may escape the plasma region more readil[
in the case of the filament device. At the liquid cesium temperature of 525 K,
the mean free path is much smaller, .04 4 cm, and such diffusion effects may be
expected to be smaller. It should be noted here that the gap is 0.076 cm.

It is to be noted that the agreement shown by fig. 29 is at a liquid
cesium temperature of 5250 K, well below the optimum for the filament devices.
Data with electron bombardment heated devices was not obtained at higher
liquid cesium temperatures, and so the high levels of output power density
and efficiency, which were obtained with the filament device at the liquid
cesium temperature of 550, 575 and 5980 K, remain uncorroborated by the data
obtained with large area devices. To examine this operating rEgion with
large area, electron bombardment heated devices is the primary ob-jCctive of
the work of the laboratory in the immediate future. Before such corroboration
the filament devices near the optimum value of cesium pres ure must be regarded
as being of a preliminary character. Nevertheless, the operation point of
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I
5.6 t .2 watts/cm2 , at the emitter temperature of 17000K and at the relatively
wide interelectrode gap of .030", has been strongly substantiated from measure-
ments on three different devices and is of great importance in the reliable
applications of thermionic energy conversion to a useful nuclear fueled system.

I
I

I

I

- 93
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VII. THEORY

A. GEERAL

There are two principal aspects of the theory of the cesium vapor
filled thermionic energy conversion devices. The first aspect is the
problem of cesium adsorption on refractory metals, and is concerned
with the determination of the work function of the emitter surfaces
as a function of emitter temperature and cesium pressure. The second
aspect is the theory of plasma phenomena in the interelectrode gap.
This problem is concerned with the determination of the characteristic
current ve..'sus voltage curve, given the emitter temperature, collector
temperature, emitter work function, collector work function, cesium
pressure, and geometry.

Detailed discussion of the theoretical worl' which has been carried
out in this laboratory is given in references 1, 2 and 3. This work
has been supported in part by this contract.

The work may be summarized as follows:

1. Plasma Theory. The theory of the plasma phenomena which under-
l1es the performance of the vapor filled thermionic energy con-
verter has been considered for both the volume ionization mode
of operation and the surface ionization mode of operation. The
use of the theory and its application to some of the measurements
made in this program is given in section B below.

2. Adsorption Theory. A model of the adsorbed cesium is used to
compute the energy of evaporation of cesium from a refractory
metal surface as a function of the cesium coverage. The theo-
retical values of the quantity are shown to be in close agree-
ment with the experimental values of Taylor and Langmuir for
cesium on tungsten. The model brings out the importance of
the vacuum work function to the cesium coverage and shows the
basis for the large coverage, (Hence, large work function re-
duction), at relatively low vapor pressures which is responsible
for the superior performance in cesium vapor of the high vacuum
work function materials such as iridium and rhenium.
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B. HOW TO PREDICT THE VOLTAGE-CURRENT CHAPACTERISTIC CURVE OF THE TEPRYIONIC
PLASMA ENERGY CONVERTER WHEN OPERATING IN THE VOLUME IONIZATION MODE OF
OPERATION AND COMPARISON WITH THE TEST RESULTS

The salient equations presented in Refs. 1 and 2 for the volume ionization
mode of operation which are used in the calculations are represented here for
the convenience of the readers. First, it should be remembered that the mode
diagram, used in the theoretical treatment of the volume ionization mode of
operation, is that shown here in Fig. )2 (also see Fig. 4, Ref. 2 and Fig. 1,
Ref. 1). In that diagram 0 E and OC are the emitter and collector work functions,

respectively, VSE and V are the emitter and collector sheath potentials, VSS

is the voltage drop from the emitter sheath edge to the collector sheath edge
(i.e., across the interelectrode plasma region), and V is the output voltage.
In the following equations Ie is the output electron current density, IeE is the

emitter saturation current density, I is the diffusion ion current density and

Iep is the plasma random electron current density.

The basic equations can now be presented on the basis of this mode diagram
as follows:

1. The Voltage Balance Equation, viz.,

V - 9E - (VSE + Vss) + -¢C , (1)

which can be derived readily by inspection of the mode diagram (also see Ref. 1).

2. The Current Balance Equations

The current balance equation at the emitter is given by

Ie - I ep exp(-VSE /E) , (2)

which physically states that since the emitter sheath is positive the net electron
current from the emitter is the difference between the saturation current, IeEs

from the emitter surface minus the current due to the Maxwellian plasma electrons

possessing enough energy to overcome the emitter sheath potential barrier, VSE

viz., I epXp(-VsEe) where Iep is the random electron current in the plasma, and

is given by

ieE e

I - en (3)

(with n - the electron density, Ee - the electron temperature in volts (see Eq. 7)
and me uoelectron mass).
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Similarly the current balance equation at the collector is given by

I e - I ,exp(-VsC/e) , (4)

which physically states that the electron current reaching the collector is pri-
marily made of the Maxwellian plasma electrons possessing enough energy to over-
come the collector sheath potential barrier, VSC# viz., IpeXp .VS/Ee *

3. The Energy Balance Equation, viz.,

Ie(OE + 2ET) - (IeE - e)(*E 2Ee) - 1e(V +*C + 2E + VSS) * (5)

which physically states that the net electron cooling of the emitter (the left
hand side of the equation) is equal to the output power, IeV, plus the power lost
in the electron heating of the collector, Ie(0 C + 2Ee) , plus the power lost due to
the plasma voltage drop, IeVSS-

By using the voltage balance equation (Eq. 1) in the energy balance equation
(Eq. 5) we arrive at the following interesting relation between the plasma electron
temperature, Ee. and the sheath potential difference (VsE - VSC), viz.P

IeE(2Ee - 2ET) - Ie(VsE - VSC) (6)

where

Fla (kTe/e) , (7)

ET (kT./e) . (8)

Te and TE are the electron and emitter temperatu-es in OK, k - Boltzmann

constant, and e - electronic charge.

h. The Electron Temperature, Ee

Equations (2) and (4) when solved for the sheath potential difference in terms
of the electron temperature and load current yield the following relation

I I I
V - E -ep - Eel E in e (9)SE " VSC en I " e Ee leE I

eE eeE e

This relation in conjunction with the energy balance relation derived in Fq. (3)
yield an expression from which the electron temperature can be determined for any
chosen electron load current density

I I
E (2 )l e2 (10)

eE eE e
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If we designate by r the ratio of the emitter temperature to the electron
temperature, Y = (E T!Ee), and by z the ratio of the electron load current density

to the emitter saturation current, z - (Ie/IeE) , we get the normalized relation

between the electron load current density and the electron temperature

1 - O.zlnT Z (11)-_z

which can be readily used to calculate t once z is chosen.

5. The Plasma Voltage Drop, VSS

The rate of energy fed per unit area of the emitter surface to the plasma
through the voltage drop, VS across the interelectrode plasma region (viz.,

IeVss) must equal the sum of the rate of elastic Pel and inelastic Pin energy

losses resulting from collisions with the ions and neutrals which the electrons
undergo in traversing the interelectrode plasma region. Thus,

IeVSS Pel + P i (12)

where the electron energy lost in elastic collisions with the cesium neutrals and
ions is given by

Pel " gne f f( 1e v 2 ) Vf(v)dv , (13)

where for a Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities the function f(v)dv is
given by

f(v)dv 2 (v )2) d(v (14)
S0o 

fel is the fraction of the electron energy lost in elastic collision which is given

by the expression

2m E

p e

for any electron temperature, Ee and gas temperature

kT
E - (16)
g 0

VC is the collision frequency of the electrons and is given by

vc- (17)
e
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and v0 is the most probably random electron velocity, viz.,

-a .reE e (18)

We now take the electron collision frequency with cesium to be a constant
over the electron temperature range of interest, viz.,

V 0 o(% %ne ) (19)

In this equations

q 23 x 10-20 sq m (20)n" E
e

is the cross section of the neutral cesium atom for 0.1 -E e 1, and

-20515 X ol3 3/2e
qp - 248 x 1020E 1 1.5 0 3 e3/

--7 x 1I sq m (21)
E e

is the cross section of the cesium ion as derived by equating the conductivity
formula when the vapor becomes a fully ionized gas, viz.,

2e~n

a' e , to Spitzer conductivity formula for a fully ionized gas, viz,

XE) E3/2
-7 if- Ve- nA e

Thus,

=p w 'Y ( TE) ee 2 A , where EoM permitivity of free space and

XE - 0.582 as given by Spitzer for singly ionized particles and

3 4 'TrEE 3/21
e e )j

Integrating Eq. (13) we get the following expression for the rate of electron
energy lost, per unit area of the emitter surface, in elastic collisions with
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the cesium neutrals and ions of the interelectrode plasma:

P2me E v 3

~el - ne Ee eo ( -f eEe. (22)
pe

The rate of inelastic energy lost per unit emitter area can be estimated
by assuming that the inelastic excitation collisions do not remove energy from
the plasma and that the required rate of generation of ions in the volume is
(=I(ine) where bi is the net rate of generation of ions per electron. Based

on these assumptions the rate of electron energy which is lost in inelastic ion-
izing collisions per unit emitter area is given by

Pin - e(Vi + leSEe) (cin )g , (23)

with Vi being the ionization potential and l.SeEe the mean elcptron energy*

6w The Diffusion Equations for Electrons and Ions and Cntinuity Equation

The diffusion equations for electrons and ions and continuity equation given

in Ref. 2 are represented here, respectively, as follows:

I = -eneK IF + d (enKE) , (24)
e e e eee

I- -eneK dV d (en K E), (25)
p e p~ F eMpg9

dl dl
e n

.- n I ene(oi - crne), (26)

where K is the electron mobility and is given (for Maxwellian distribution ofe

electron velocity) by

e 4 .(V/Vo) 2  d d e eXe (27)
K -= -.' J -v/v7 cl 0(v 0'~v ) -- m V p7

e e 77 d~~ 0  e c eo0
0

when the collision frequency, 'K'is a c -rstant -(voi/4e 1 v0 (%qn + qpn)

as in Eq. (19).
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K is the Compton ion mobility for cesium ions in cesium vapor and is given byP

K 1.M 6 -A° (28)p my
pg

where Ao = (]iLnco) . (29)

n is the total neutral and ion particle density and is given by

no  + .where p is the vapor pressure; (30)
g

qo is the collision cross section for cesium ions in cesium vapor and is given

by q- = W(1.69 + 2.62)2 x O " 20 - 58.3 x 10 "20 sq m (1.69 x 10-10 m is the Pauling

cesium ion radius and 2.62 x 10 m is the cesium atom radius); m is the mass of

the cesium atom or ion - 2.2 x 10-n v is the random neutral velocity at an

average gas temperature, Tg. anl is given by

1/2
Vg - (2eE/) , (Eg - kTg/e); (31)

;r is the volume recombination coefficient for cesium.

Solution of the diffusion and continuity equations subject to (a) Poisson'3

equation when ne - n, viz., (d 2V/dx2) - 0, (b) when the recombination term is

negligible, (c) when the emitter and collector sheath widths are negligible with
respect to the interelectrode gap, g, and (d) when n is a maximum neo near the

collector, yields a sinusoidal distribution function for the electrons, viz.,

ne - neoCos C (g - x), (32)

where

S2 /(E +E )K . (33)

The expression for the diffusion ion current mayr now be obtained by inte-
grating the continuity equation for ions, viz.,

Ip eneoidx = en eocig [14 | (34)

0
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(the negative sign being due to the fact that th ion rurrent is in the direction

of the negativc x axis). We should noLe here that the ratio (sinig)/( g) is

not too far from unity (within a maxii~um error of iQf) when 0 -- P ' and is = 2

when o g . Thus, for the sake of sinplicity in this treatment we will take

an average value of (sin og)/( cg) - 0. 13, we will neglect the charge concen-

tration gradient term in the diffusion equation (Eqs. 24 and 25) and we will take

dV . V S (35)
dx g

(i.e., neglect the sheaths' thicknesses with respect to the interelectrode spacing.)
Thus, the simplified diffusion equation for the electron current,I, is given by

e .9 is givnb

I enKe(Vss/g) - enem- e Vs/g) - Iep (36)eI e Seo S ep g 7
e o e

and the simplified ion current balance equation is given by equating the sLtified
ion current diffusion equation (when the charge concentration gradient term '. neg-
lected), viz., Ip - ene K p(Vss/g), which is also the rate per unit emitter area

at which ions are removed from the plasma, to the rate at which ions are generated
per unit emitter area from Eq. (34) (when an average value of (sinoig)/(oCg)

1 2 - 0.818 is taken), viz., Ip = ene (0.818mig) . The result is the following

relation which defines the rate of generation of ions per electron (cK) in terms of

the ion mobilitp K, the voltage drop across the interelectrode plasma region, V SS

and the interelectrode spacing, g, viz.,

<X l22Kp(VsSg 2 )= - . > S) (37)

7. The Voltage V, in Terms of Electron Temperature, E

By substituting the expression of 0'* in Eq. (37) into the expression for the

inelastic collision losses as given by Eq. (23) we get the following expressian for
the inelastic collision losses in terms of (Vss/g), the ion mobility, Kp the electron

temperature, Ee, the electron density, n, and the ionization potential, Vi, viz.,

Pin ene(Vi + l.E e) l2 2Kp (Vss/)" (38)
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If we now substitute the expression for the elastic collision losses given
by Eq. (22) and the expression for the inelastic collision losses given by Eq. (38)
into the expression for (VsSg) given by Eq. (12) and use for Ie in Eq. (12) the

simplified diffusion equation, viz., Eq. (36), we get a quadratic equation in

(VsS/g) in terms of the electron temperature, Ees the gas or ion temperature, Eg,

the electron mean free path, A.e' the ion mean free path, X0' ..n the ion mobility

equation, the interelectrode spacing, g, the ionization potential, V , the ion mass,

m, 9and the electron mass, m , viz.,

V( 2 6m Ee(E - E) V V + .E 1.3 m
) =- e e e + ( ) e)( 0) 1e e (39)

g ,e g e

Solution of the quadratic equation (39) for (Vss/g) yields

S V 1,.5Ee 06 eE 0.5 g2 E E -EA

The physical significance of Eq. (40) can be clearly appreciated by inspection of
terms. In the first place, if the elastic losses are negligible by comparison to
the inelastic losses, as in the case of a relatively low pressure converter, the
voltage drop across the interelectrode plasma region, VSS , is then given by

1.3 A mE O.5
SS  (v i  )( E (when the inelastic losses are dominant (4l)

5S '4e e p g as in low pressure cases)

and it can be clearly seen that the voltage drop across the interelectrode plasma

region, VSS, is independent of the interelectrode spacing, is approximately directly

proportional to the ionization potential of the gas, Vi, to the square root of the

electron to ion mass ratio, to the square root of the electron temperature to gas
temperature and to the ratio of the ion to electron mean free path(and thus is prac-
tically independent of the vapor pressure).

In the second place, if the inelastic losses are negligible by comparison to
the elastic losses as in the case of a high pressure converter the voltage drop
across the interelectrode spacing, VSS , is then given by

VSS -T _( - (when the elastic losses are dominant as in (42)

ep high pressure cases)

and it can be readily seen that the voltage drop across the interelectrode plasma
region, VSS, is directly proportional to the spacing, the electron teimeratulre, Ee

(which from Eq. 10 is a function of the electron load current), the square root of
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m
the electron to atom mass ratio, _Z , the square root of the ratio of the term-

p
perature difference between the electrons and atoms to the electron temperature
(Ee - Eg)/e and is inversely proportional to the electron mean free path (and

thus is practically directly proportional to the gas pressure).

Obviously, for intermediate pressures the voltage drop across the interelec-

trode plasma region, VSS, as can be calculated from Eq. (40) is influenced by all

the factors discussed in connection with the special cases given by Eqs. (41) and
(42), but is not as sharply dependent on these factors as in the case of relatively
low pressure or relatively high pressure cases.

We now have all the equations to compute the voltage-current characteristic
equation as indicated in the following procedure.

8. Program for the Prediction of the Voltage-Current Characteristic Curve

a. Choose the ratio of electron load current density to emitter saturation current
density, viz., z - (Ie/IeE) <0.875

b. Calculate the electron temperature from Eq. (10), viz.,

e 1 0.5 z )

TE
where E T volt, where TE is the emitter temperature in °K.

c. Calculate the electron mean free path, xe. for low ionization, viz.,

e = q n n. where n0 - + - 0.725 x 1016 (p/T ) atoms/cc

where p, for cesium, is given in dynes/sq cm by Langmuir's formula

p - antilogo [14.178 - 1.35 logloTg - -=hl

where TL is the liquid cesium temperature in *K,

T 4T ( 1 b+b 2

g E -1+4-b
Tc

where b - $E , T0 C collector temperature in OK,

Eq. (10) poses a theoretical upper limit on z - 0.90183 when E-) O or r U 0 in

Eq. (11). When z - 0.875, 4 0.1487 or Ee = 6 .72(ET). Note e that the resultant

voltage to satisfy this electron temperature may become negative (i.e., converter
operation with an externally applied voltage).
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qn u20 x 10 - 16 sq cm, k 1.38 x 10 " 6 erg/ .

d. Calculate (g/ \e).

e. Calculate the ion mean free path \o -q1n
00

where qo 58.3 x 10 "1 6 sq cm.

f. Calculate (X/g)

g. Calculate 0.65 X/j e .
F

h. Calculate Eg (Tg/1600) volt and obtain the ratio .
g

i. Calculate E - Ee g

J. Calculate

V.4.1,5 065X E g 2 6(Ee E )E x 2 -
VSS  ( ( e + ( ) 7V + 15"Ee)z 0.65

0 g

where A- (mp/me)

k. Calculate ( OE )- V E Eeln z + V SS.

1. Calculate(y$%) (-V-E
eC 7 e I+13

1. Calculate y' - - ( - .

n. Calculate 'P 'Pr-T
n. Calculate VSE - ET.

o. Calculate VSC - El z .
p. Knowing I 120.b eXp  - , calculate &1

ea ET e eE

q. Knowing ($E - Ocd' calculate V - (OE - C) - Eeln z - VSS

r. Plot I versus V
e
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J. Example of Calculations

The presented prograc of calculations is now apilied in the prediction
of the voltage-current characteristics curve for the volume ionization mode
of operation with the following conditions:

TE  - 1718'K

TC = 7800K

TL = 5300K

The calculated curve for an effective emitter work function = 2.48
volts (obtained from the saturation currEnt) and for a collector work function
Oc - 1.75 volts is plotted and compared with the results obtained on 3 dif-
ferent devices with an iridiu, emitter and nickel collector. The comparison
is given in Fig. 43 and the conditions for the various tests are indicated
on the figure.

Comparison of the solid theoretical line with the experimental points
from these three different devices show good agreement particuarly with the
data points of device YNEC-GlL and MNEC-MC1.
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VIII. PROCEDURE

A. Description of Filament Devices

The devices used for the testing of iridium, rhenium, and platinum
consist of a .020" filament as the emitter, maintained in tension by a
molybdenum spring. The iridium and rhenium emitter devices each has a
stainless steel envelope, with a nickel collector which contains a sap-
phire window for optical temperature measurements.

A sketch of the metal enveloped thermionic energy converter with
directly heated emitter is shown in Figure 40. The emitter consists
of the central 0.500 inch portion of a 0.020 inch diameter wire which
has a total length of 1.500 inches. The emitter area facing the nickel
collector is 0.203 cm2 . The interelectrode gap is 0.030 inch. End
effects are minimized in this design by enlarging the gap adjacent to
the collector to 0.300 inch. Thus, the current collected tends to be
restricted to that coming from the central .203 cm2 of the emitter and
this value was taken as the nominal emitter area used in analysis of the
data. The temperature distribution along the emitter also tends to
minimize these end effects.

The platinum device was a glass enveloped, guard ring device, as
shown in figure 41. Holes drilled through the nickel collector enable
optical temperature measurement of the emitter. The collector has a
length of 1"; the emitter area facing the collector is .405 sq cm. The
guard rings assure that the measured current is obtained from the cen-
tral portion of the emitter.

B. Testing

1. Vacuum Testing

Prior to testing with cesium vapor, the device is operated on a
vacuum system for the purpose of aging and outgassing the emitter and
also outgassing the envelope. The vacuum system used is a Veeco system
with a 200 l.p.s. mechanical forepump and a 85 l.p.s. oil diffusion
pump used in conjunction with a liquid nitrogen cold trap.

The outgassing of the emitter and envelope is carried out at a
temperature above the maximum temperature which the device will be
operated in cesium vapor. The envelope of the device is h. sted in
an oven to a temperature of 4000C. This outgassing is carried out
for approximately six to eight hours until the ionization gauge
indicates that no further outgassing takes place.

The outgassing of the emitter was done for 8 hours at 22000K for
iridium, 8 hours at 25000K for rhenium and 8 hours at 18000K for
platinum. The devices were also operated in vacuumt for over 16 hours
at lower temperatures. These times were determined by the require:'ent
that the vacuum thermionic performance of the devices become stable.
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An important advantage of a filament device is the fact that the
filament can readily be outgassed, thus assuring a clean thermionic
surface and virtually eliminating the possibility of spureous ther-
mionic data due to a contaminated emitter surface.

At the conclusion of the tests the cesium rpulE is opened and
then the device is removed from the vacuum system. For these devices,
the vacuum at the time of seal-off was 2 - 5 x I-7 mm Hg.

2. Test with Cesium Vapor

The cesium vapor pressure is controlled by placing the device in
an environmental over. The oven is capable of maintaining temperature
constant to within t 0.9°K. The temperature of the cesium reservoir,
as well as the collector temperature and the temperature at several
points on the envelope, are recorded with chromel-clumel thermocouples.

The emitter temperature is measured by means of a Shawmeter, a
two color, direct reading, optical pyrometer. This instrument has a
field of view of .010". The emitter is sighted through a sapphire
window in the case of the metal-enveloped device, and though a hole
in the nickel collector in the case of the glass envelope device.
As the external load, hence the electron heat transfer from the
emitter is varied, the input to the emitter must be varied tc main-
tain a constant emitter temperature. Thus, as large output currents
are obtained from the device, the input power must be substantially
increared. There is a limit, however, to the Lmount of power which
can be supplied to the filament without risk of overheating the end
portions which do not face the collector and, hence, are not cooled
by electron heat transfer. In our tests, an upper limit of 6 amps
(i.e. 30 amps/cm 2) was imposed or the rutput current. For this
reason, characterivtics (such as figurts $ and 6) were terminated
before short circuit was obtained. Also for this reason, the power
densities and efficiencies reported in section IV are not necessarily
the optimum but represent the best values which were measured with thif
limitation on the output current.

3. Heating of Emitter

The emitter is heated directly by passine an electric current
through it. A half-wave rectified (60 cps) heating current is used
so that there is an "off" half-cycle during which there is no volt-
age gradient along the emitter due to the heating current. Measure-
ments of performance, therefore, are made during a period of time
when there is not electrical input to the emitter.

At large output currents, a voltage gradient still exists in the
emitter due to the flow of the output current in the emitter. Analysis
of this effect shows that even in the mott extrec. cane (I.e. 30 anps/cm2),
the overestimate of the output voltage caused by this effect should be
less than 0.035 v for the iridiur cmittcr device arid .or v for the
rhenium emitter device.
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C. Efficiency

The following procedure was adopted to estimate the energy conversion
efficiency. The input power to the emitter is determined from the sum
of two terms, viz. the power required due to the electron cooling of the
emitter, and the power required for all other heat losses from the crItter,
such as radiation and convection. The 12R heating of the emitter at open
circuit is used as a measure of all these other heat losses except electrcn
cooling. The electron cooling at a given output current is deteirined under
the assumption that the current which reaches the collector comes from a
"black-box" of Fermi electrons. Under this assumption, the current density
and the emitter temperature can be used, together with the Richardson
equation, to give a work function (generally higher than the true surface
work function) which givec the net energy removed from the emitter by an
electron. Thus, the electron cooling is given by

U - J ( 0e + 2 ET ) where ET - _ T
e

where J is the measured output current density, 2 E arises fron the
thermal distribution of the electrons, and 0e, the ;ffective work function
for electron cooling, is defined by the Richardson equation, using the
measured output current density and the emitter temperature. This estimate
for the electron cooling is bound to be greater than or equal to the true
electron cooling.

This procedure gives the exact value of the electron cooling terin for
a vacuum diode operating in either the retarding field, space charge limited,
saturation, or Schottky region. Effects due to surface ionization and
flow of ion current through the device are neglected, but these are small
and are included to some extent by the measure of heat flow at open cir-
cult.
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Figures 1 - 6

(section IV. B)

Characteristics current density versus voltage curves for the iridium
emitter. Each figure gives families of curves for emitter temperatures in
the range of 1580 - 1950OK. The liquid cesium temperatures are:

TL  - 4720K Fig. 1

TL - 4980 K Fig. 2

TL - 5?6°K Fig. 3

TL - 556 0K Fig. 4

TL  - 575°K Fig. 5

TL - 5960K Fig. 6
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Figures 7 - 12

(section IV. C)

Characteristic current density versus voltage curves for the rhenium
emitter. Each figure gives families of curves for emitter temperatures in
the range of 1550 - 2000 0 K. The liquid cesium temperatures are:

TL - 473oK Fig. 7

TL - 4980K Fig. 8
T - 5230K Fig. 9

TL - 5 0K Fig. 10

TL - 5730K Fig. U

TL  a 5960K Fig. 12
M
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Figures 13 - 24

(Section IV. E)

Summaries of the dependence of the output power density and efficiency
on the emitter temperature and liquid cesium temperature for the iridium and
rhenium emitter.

Volume Ionization Mode of Operation

Iridium Emitter

Power Density versus tnitter Temperature Fig. 13

Efficiency versus Emitter Temperature Fig. 14

Power Density versus Liquid Cesium Temperature Fig. 15

Efficiency versus Liquid Cesium Temperature Fig. 16

Rhenium Emitter

Power Density versus Emitter Temperature Fig. 17

Efficiency versus Emitter Temperature Fig. 18

Surface Ionization Mode of Operation

Iridium hitter

Power Density versus Emitter Temperature Fig. 19

Efficiency versus Emitter Temperature Fig. 20

Power Density versus Liquid Cesium Temperature Fig. 21

Rheniun Emitter

Power Density versur Emitter Temperature Fig. 22

Efficiency versus knitter Temperature Fig. 23

Power Density versus Liquid Cesium Temperature Fig. 2L
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Figures 25 - 27

(section V. C)

Data obtained with the electron bombardment heated iridium emitter device.

Output current density versus voltage Fig. 25

Output power density versus voltage Fig. 26

Output power density and efficiency
versus liquid cesium temperature. The
efficiency in this curve is the onr'all
efficiency, i.e., total output power
divided by total input power Fig. 27
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Figure 28

(section IV. Z~)

Comparison of the best measured output power density and efficiency
of the iridium emitter to those of the rhenium emitter.
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Figures 29 - 31

(section VI)

Comparison of test results of the filament devic-es to those of the
electron bombardment heated device. The emitter temperature is 1700 t 200K.
The liquid cesium temperatures are:

T L 260K Fig. 29

TL a J4730K ig. 30

TL - 4~950K Fig. .31
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Figures 32 - 36

(section IV - 10)

Characteristic current versus voltage curves for the platinum emitter.

TL - 870K Fig. 32

TL - 51oK Fig. 33

TL - 6 OK Fig.34

Comparison of two tests at TL * 5680K
and TE - 17650K. The cross on the
characteristic curve indicates the
extent of the curve of run B Fig. 35

Reproduction of a photograph of
the oscilloscope trace Fig. 36
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Figures 37 - 39

(section V. AB)

The electron bombardment heated device with iridium emitter.

Sketch of the components Fig. 37

Photograph of device Fig. 38

Photograph of device
prepared for test Fig. 39
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igures 40 - 41l

(section VIII)

Filamenit devices

Scale sketch of metal
envelope device Fig. 40

Photograph of glass
envelope device Fig. )41
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Molybdenum
tensioning
spring

Stainless
Steel

.020 emitter/ envelope

sapphire
nickel window
collector

Kovar
electrode

Figure 4 0

Scale drawing of a filament device with 0.020" filament as emitter. The emitter
is positioned between a molybdenum tensioning spring and a kovar electrode so that
there is a uniform temperature in the portion of the emitter which faces the collector.
Not shown are ceramic-to-metal seals of both ends of the device and side-arms for
evacuation and for the cesium reservoir.
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Figure 42 - 43

(section VIII)

Figures illustrating the comparison of the theor. to the experimental
results.

Mode diagram for the volume ionization
mode of operation Fig. 42
Comparison of measured characteristic

curve to theoretical curve Fig. 43

1
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Figure 42 - 43

(section VIII)

Figures illustrating the comparison of the theor. to the experimental
results.

Mode diagram for the volume ionization
mode of operation Fig. 42

Comparison of measured characteristic
curve to theoretical curve Fig. 43

W
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